XVI. LIABILITY DISCLAIMER REGARDING USERS’ PROPERTY

A. POLICY

It is possible that loss of or damage to personal property of non-AURA employees may occur while the individual is using AURA's facilities. Such personal property may include equipment, personal papers or records, data stored on photographic plates, on a computer medium, or on other magnetic media. It is administratively and financial impractical for AURA to assure against such losses of non-AURA employees.

Accordingly, AURA disclaims any responsibility for loss of or damage to equipment, supplies, data, records, personal papers, or other personal property of any kind that are owned or brought into or generated or maintained at an AURA site by a user, or any employer of a user, of AURA’s facilities. Permission to use AURA’s facilities may be granted only upon the user's acknowledgement of this disclaimer and agreement to hold AURA harmless from any liability for such loss or damage.

Center Directors are responsible for administering this policy, appropriately advising users at AURA sites, and obtaining necessary acknowledgements and agreements.